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IBANK 3.2 ADDS SPEED BOOST AND ENHANCED MOBILEME SUPPORT 

AMONG A DOZEN IMPROVEMENTS AND FIXES;

IBIZ 3.1.13 ALSO RELEASED

(Putney, VT) — IGG Software announces iBank 3.2, the latest upgrade to its flagship application for personal and small business

finance management. This new release ($60, or free to existing iBank 3 users) is available for download at www.iggsoftware.com.

— Among the most important changes in iBank 3.2 is improved speed for users with many Smart

Accounts.

— iBank’s web app now works with iPhone OS 2.0 via MobileMe, and relevant URL changes have been

implemented updating .mac to me.com.

— Further updates in iBank 3.2 include: improved searching that now compares parent category names;

improved Javascript handling in the built-in browser; improved importing of QIF files with split transfers;

improved ROI reports; improved selection of securities in Portfolio View; improved copy-and-paste;

improved French localization; as well as additional enhancements and fixes.

This update and others to follow are the result of a summer-long, working honeymoon trip for IGG president Ian Gillespie. “It

was an incredible luxury,” Gillespie says, “to be able to travel, relax, and work on development from the road, without the day-

to-day distractions of the office. If it can be this productive, I would like to honeymoon every year.”

iBank 3 was announced in January at Macworld 2008. All new for OS 10.5, iBank 3 offers features such as automatic account

downloads, interactive graphs powered by Core Animation, loan management, and syncing capability from an iPhone or iPod

Touch. With a rapidly expanding user base and an active community in IGG’s online forums, iBank 3 has emerged as the most

compelling alternative to Quicken among Mac users.

In addition to iBank 3.2, IGG also announces an update to iBiz, the simplest and best tool for Mac-based freelancers, consult-

ants and contract workers to track and invoice billable hours. iBiz 3.1.13 offers improved date editing with pop-up calendars, as

well as fixes for autosyncing and a bug in exporting to-do lists to iCal in OS 10.5. The new release ($50, or free for previous iBiz

3 users) is downloadable from www.iggsoftware.com.

IGG Software, LLC, was founded in 2003 by developer Ian Gillespie. Located in Putney, Vermont, the company engages in sus-

tainable practices such as purchasing all of its energy from renewable sources. For further information, review licenses, or to

schedule an interview with Ian Gillespie, please contact IGG Marketing Director Scott Marc Becker at 310.476.1894, or

scott@iggsoftware.com.
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